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Long-tailed problem

Source from Zhang et.al., 2021  

The head-class feature space 
learned on these sampled is often 
larger than tail classes, while the 
decision boundary is usually biased 
towards dominant classes.



Long-tailed features

Head data dominate the distribution of features, which causes the tail features to fall within the head feature space.



Super-classes distributions

• In the real world, each category has a corresponding 
superclass, e.g., bus, taxi, and train all belong to the vehicle 
superclass. 

• This observation raises the question: are super-classes of 
categories also distributed along a long-tail?



Original classes vs. Super-classes in 
imbalance ratios

The data imbalance of super-classes is considerably lower than 
those of the original classes.



SuperDisco
• We propose a SuperDisco to learn to discover the super-class 

graph for long-tailed visual recognition.

• We construct a learnable graph that discovers the super-class 
in a hierarchy of semantic abstraction to guide feature 
representation learning.

• These balanced super-class features could be used to guide 
the original tail data away from the dominant role of the head 
data, thus making the tail data more discriminative.



SuperDisco

The color in each graph represents the discovered super-class. Our SuperDisco can discover 
the potential super-class at different levels hidden in each category from (b) and (c).



SuperDisco: Learning to discover the super-
class graph
• Define super-class graph:

• Vertex:

• Edge:



SuperDisco

• Message passing
• the original features are rectified and refined, which attend to the most 

relevant entities according to the similarity between the original image 
features and super-classes.



Meta-SuperDisco

• We propose a meta-learning variant of our SuperDisco 
algorithm to discover the super-class graph, enabling the model 
to achieve more balanced image representations.

• We have a small amount of balanced data as validation data.



Prototype graph

• prototype graph:
• Edge weight:

• Vertex:



Super graph

• Connecting the prototype graph to the super-class graph

• Edge weight:

• Vertex:

• Message passing

where



Benefit of SuperDisco and Meta-SuperDisco

SuperDisco achieves better performance, while Meta-SuperDisco is 
even better for the long-tailed challenges.



Effect of number of super-class levels

SuperDisco provides higher performance gains with more complex hierarchies.



Visualization of SuperDisco

Our SuperDisco discovers super-classes hidden in each category, 
while Meta-SuperDisco discovers more accurate super-classes.



Visualization of refined features

Our SuperDisco (b) guides the original features on being clustered into the 
corresponding super-class space at different levels, while the Meta-SuperDisco 
(d) obtains more discriminative intra-class features.



Comparison with the state-of-the-art on 
long-tailed datasets



Limitations

Accuracy (%) vs. speed (ms) comparison with different methods on balanced CIFAR-100. 
SuperDisco has little impact on the performance of balanced datasets at the expense of 
increased inference time.



Conclusions
• Important observation: the imbalance factor of a super-class is 

considerably lower than the imbalance factor of the original class;

• We propose a super-class graph  to rectify and refine the original features;

• Meta-learn super-class graph;

• State-of-the-art performance on four long-tailed datasets.



Thank you!


